Primary structure of human alpha 2-macroglobulin. I. Isolation of the 26 CNBr fragments, amino acid sequence of 13 small CNBr fragments, amino acid sequence of methionine-containing peptides, and alignment of all CNBr fragments.
The isolation of the 26 CNBr fragments from the identical Mr = 180,000 subunits of human alpha 2-macroglobulin is described. The fragments have been purified by combinations of gel chromatography, ion-exchange chromatography, high voltage paper electrophoresis, paper chromatography, and high performance liquid chromatography. The complete amino acid sequences of 13 small CNBr fragments have been determined. These fragments include CB1 (residues 1-9), CB3 (residues 79-98), CB4 (residues 99-128), CB9 (residues 442-477), CB10 (residues 478-497), CB13 (residues 644-650), CB14 (residues 651-665), CB15 (residues 666-674), CB16 (residues 675-690), CB19 (residues 937-945), CB20 (residues 946-954), CB24 (residues 1356-1362), and CB25 (residues 1363-1375). The fragments determined account for 200 of the 1451 residues of the subunits of alpha 2-macroglobulin. Most likely, Cys-6 of CB9 is bound to the corresponding residue in CB9 from another subunit, thus forming an interchain disulfide bridge in alpha 2-macroglobulin. Cys-1 of CB15 is bound to Cys-35 of CB12. CB15 contains a pair of Gln residues that can react covalently with amines in a factor XIIIa-catalyzed process (Gln-5 and Gln-6). CB16 contains the primary cleavage sites for proteinases in the bait region of alpha 2-macroglobulin (-Arg7-Val-Gly-Phe-Tyr-Glu-). CB20 contains the residues which in native alpha 2-macroglobulin presumably form an internal reactive beta-cysteinyl-gamma-glutamyl thiol ester (Cys-4 and Glx-7). Partial NH2- and COOH-terminal sequence data are given for the 13 large CNBr fragments. Complete or partial sequence determination of 19 methionine-containing peptides or variants thereof allow the alignment of all the CNBr fragments.